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Preface
In a dark time, the eye begins to see.
	— Theodore Roethke
This month marks a full year of collaboration between Sojourner House and Chatham University’s MFA program, which offers
a creative writing class called “Make Mine Words” to the Sojourner
House women on Thursday mornings. The class is co-taught by Sheryl
St. Germain, Director of the MFA Creative Writing Program at Chatham, and Sarah Shotland, Program Director of the Words Without
Walls Program, which brings graduate students into the Allegheny
County Jail to teach creative writing.
Each woman is given a journal when she starts the program,
and is asked to write poems or prose each week in the journal in response to readings and prompts. Each week, for inspiration, the women read contemporary poetry, fiction and nonfiction that address varying themes such as substance abuse, recovery, violence, family, love and
sex, and body image. They are given instruction in craft and revision so
that by the end of each session they will have a finely crafted piece to
contribute to a publication of the best work generated in that session.
The last event of the class involves a final reading at Most Wanted Fine
Arts Gallery where the books are presented and the women read aloud
to an audience from their work. The pieces included in this book are
from the Spring 2014 class at Sojourner House, and photographs of the
women taken by photographer Teake Zuidema accompany them.
The work the women produce in the class is powerful and
deeply moving. They write about first experiences with drinking and
using drugs, moments of insight on their road to recovery, memoirs
and poems that involve their children and other family members, and
some have even written adventurous pieces from the point of view of
their children.

Writing is an important tool to use in recovery, a tool that encourages the writer to be honest and brave about sharing her story.
One woman who took the class said that it “teaches you more about
yourself and how to get in touch with gifts you never thought you had.
I think women should write books and poems, to write for other women who might have the same issues.” Another has decided to pursue a
teaching career in English after the class.
Creative writing is both a spiritual and healing activity that
can offer fresh insights into drug and alcohol use as well as provide
tools to help with recovery of all sorts. Learning to write poems and
stories about one’s life provides valuable tools to assist with substance
abuse, and provides, as one of our former students wrote, “hope in a
hopeless place.”
But don’t take our word for it. Read what one of our long-term
students, Mia, has to say in her introduction that follows, and then
read the work that follows of our students from the Spring class.
We would like to thank Chatham University for their support
of this project, as well as the staff at Sojourner House. We could not do
what we do without many hours of volunteers helping us, and without
the help of special donors such as Laurie and Henry Reich; Melanie
and Fred Brown; and Margaret and Tom Whitford. Special thanks to
Kinsley Stocum for the design and layout of this book, Erin Hutton
for her organizational skills and eagle eye, Katie Orr for typing up the
women’s work for us, Teake Zuidema for his beautiful photographs,
and all the women whose work is displayed here for sharing their stories with us.
— Sheryl St. Germain and Sarah Shotland

Introduction
In fourth grade I wrote a poem about a dancing frog. My
teacher was so pleased with me that I couldn’t wait to write another one
and another one. I can’t recall the actual poem, however, the feelings
that came along with writing something that was mine—all mine—is
right there. Creative writing is a way for me to express myself when I
can’t seem to find any other way to let it out. On May 11th, 2012, I was
incarcerated at the Allegheny County Jail and that was a horrific situation in itself. What was even worse, I was pregnant. I took the class
as a way to cope with being in jail, pregnant, and petrified that I was
more than likely going to have this baby—my very first baby—in ugly
maroon-colored dreads.
On that awful afternoon when my son decided enough was
enough and wanted out of me, I remember thinking what an amazing
piece this whole thing would be. Years later, I did exactly that. I wrote
my misery, my pain, my deepest regrets right on these pages and somehow, my knotted life slowly started to untangle itself. That, to me, is the
power of my words. Today I have a voice, and people actually would
like to hear my story.
The only thing, besides high school, I have ever completed has
been rehab. My self-esteem was not only low while in jail, it was straight
up gone until I started creative writing. I wrote my pain and struggles,
and when we shared with one another, I was praised with positive feedback. It was a work-in-progress to start to believe in myself. You can
tell a schizophrenic that nobody’s in the corner—however, it isn’t going
to matter what you say to him until he believes nobody’s in the corner.
I would look forward to creative writing like nothing else. It
broke up the monotony of life behind bars and for those two hours we
would feel like normal human beings again—not slaves. I remember
writing a poem about being incarcerated while sitting in my jail cell. I
was extremely emotional and angry at the time, and writing was what
felt good at that moment. I shared it with the class the following week.

I am so grateful for creative writing because it has shown me
that I can be good at something. It has allowed me to dig deep within
and find the lost, buried talent that I’ve possessed all along. And now,
along with high school, I’ve completed two creative writing classes,
one at the jail and one at Sojourner’s House. Growing up in a household where my opinion and input was seldom needed, it is extremely
encouraging to have finally found my voice.
I am somebody. Thank you.
—Mersiha Tuzlic

6 Sojourner House - Brenner

Melissa Brenner

Awakening

I fell in love with crack because I loved the way it numbed my
body and mind. No matter how much I would smoke, it would never
be enough. It was so powerful for me to have it, that no one could make
me stop. I was left with nothing but a sick feeling.
I lost my mind and spirit, knowing that my child, family and
freedom were not enough. I now know I really screwed up. I looked
like hell, skinny and so sick, my eyes sunken in along with my cheeks
with no color. I just wanted to die. Dead is how I felt and how I lived.
I went to rehab to learn another way to live. It wasn’t easy as I
learned to sit still and listen. I came to believe that I could love myself
and not have to destroy myself anymore. I wasn’t alone anymore.
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8 Sojourner House - Campbell

Secily Campbell

Love or What I Thought Love Was
I’ll never forget it: the first time we ever met. The promises I
heard from the hosts of your party—also known as my father and my
ex-fiancé. I got the promise of being pain free, and to feel no emotion.
Of course, I said yes, but little did I know that after you got your way
into my life, you just wanted to end my life.
You were like a bad, obsessive boyfriend. You didn’t want me
to hang out with anyone else. When I did hang out with cocaine instead of you, you’d make sure I’d pay. I’d end up in more pain and discomfort than I was in before we got together. I started to beg you to
please just take my life, but instead, you’d continue to just beat my ass
daily. I was too cowardly to take my own life.
When I was only eighteen, my want and need for you meant
more to me than my own life—I ended up with Hepatitis C. I still continued to use you. My will to stay clean was less than your will to pull
me back in. You just kept making me suffer, so again, I begged you to
take my life at twenty two. We almost succeeded, but apparently God’s
more powerful than you.
I am so happy to be clean today, and I’m here to say this: I’m
done with you. You’ll never control me again. You’re still in my dreams,
but I’m going to pray for God to remove those, too. So get your shit
and get out, you’ll never rent space in my head again. This isn’t “I’ll see
you later,” it’s “GOODBYE FOREVER!” My feelings for you have come
to an end. You used to be my one and only friend. I used to confide
in you, and only you. You were always there through thick and thin. I
always said, “It’s an engagement when you snort dope, and a marriage
when you shoot it.” So we ended up married with no engagement. I
always said I’d love you forever, and that we’d die together. But that was
before I knew what it was like to live.
So here I am to say to you that I hate you. I hate the fact that
I let you take me away from my daughter. But most of all, I hate that I
cared for you more than life itself, and more than my daughter. I’m sitting here today with the will to say, “I’m divorcing you.” I’m no longer
letting you run my life. I now have God, the steps, and real friends who
don’t want my life to end.
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10 Sojourner House - Chandler

Staci Chandler

Beautiful

You were torn, heartbroken, left with nothing. No desire to
do anything but try to get your next high. You had given up on everything. You didn’t care what anybody thought of you. Finally you
had hit rock bottom, and were tired of living life like that. You began
to seek help and regain control of your life. And now as you look in
the mirror, you are starting to see how beautiful you truly are, loving
yourself more and more each day.
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12 Sojourner House - Dixon

Lynnaya Dixon

Untitled

In the shadow of my pain, sittin’, sufferin’, can’t shake the
shame. Wonderin’, waiting for it to pass. God, when will these feelings
pass? Leaving her alone, unable to fend him off.
Lying there, innocent and vulnerable. He helped himself to
my child, he felt entitlement. Her precious second set of lips he
kissed. She lay screaming for me in her head. Mommy, help, help me,
mommy. Mother gone, motherless. Oh my God, mother left.
To chase a high, to chase a rush more important than protecting
her.
The drink, the drug came first to me. Stealing her
innocence was first to him. I can’t take it back, I can’t change the past.
But I still sit and suffer. In the shadow of my pain, sittin’, sufferin’, can’t
shake the shame.
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14 Sojourner House - Goodwine

Nakia Goodwine

A Light

My name is Nakia.
I’m starting a new life.
I’m excited and motivated.
I do have a lot of fear.
I don’t want to live in war anymore.
I don’t know what the future will hold,
but I know it will only be better than what I was living.
I feel good today,
and I’m starting to even think
I’m beautiful
again.
At one time, how I looked and felt never passed my mind.
Now I want to smile.
I want to bathe and put some clothes on.
My skin complexion is lightened.
Some people even say I have a glow now.
When I think of my future,
I see a light at the end of my dark tunnel.
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20 Sojourner House - Mehlmauer

Melissa Mehlmauer

To My Unknown Mother
I’m so mad inside that you abandoned me when I was five. You
left my brother and me alone all the time. Had you been there that day
that you left us alone, he would not have died. But here, I will never
know what happened. Mom, why did you love drugs more than me? I
have missed so much in my childhood because I didn’t have a mom. A
mom to call mom, someone to love me. All I knew were drugs.
I’m here to say, I’m leaving this old life and starting a new one.
My kids deserve me not to abandon them. And I love them. I’m leaving
the drugs alone. And someday I’ll forgive you.
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22 Sojourner House - Snyder

Samantha Snyder

A Mother’s Cry
I woke up in the hospital broken, torn, empty. Another suicide
attempt. Sick, legs hurt. Dizzy. Hot, cold. Feelings of discomfort. Gotta
get detox meds at the nurses’ station. I hear the news. I am pregnant.
Tears, pain, guilt, doubt flood my body. Then feelings of failure
when they offer me methadone and I take it. Sick from medical issues
due to pregnancy, I leave. I sit at home seven months pregnant fighting
with the boyfriend, nowhere to go, thinking I can’t have another baby,
no name, not connecting with the fact that this is real.
Staring at a gun I point and shoot, cock it back, the room fills
with a sulfur smell. Now I know it’s real. I put it under my chin and
I cry. I can feel you kicking. I can’t take your life with mine. I decide
instead to go after I have you.
Now you are here—so perfect, blue eyes soft hair big smile
so full of life. My heart warms for the thought of being with you forever. Feeling as one as you hold my fingers, look up at me. I am overwhelmed with joy thinking about a baby that smiles at a mother who
wanted to commit suicide.
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24 Sojourner House - Tuzlic

Mersiha Tuzlic

Bitter Chorba
“Merima, can you pass me the salt?” My sister is engulfed in
a conversation about Kohl’s and how she coupon-clipped her way to a
baby bottle for two dollars.
“Can you pass the salt,” I say again.
But she keeps on, nodding to my brother’s response. I stare
at the saltshaker and am reminded of my father. My dad loved thrift
shops, and on the weekend he was known to come home with trinkets
of gold horses. He started a collection of them. The saltshaker was one
of the treasures he found at the Red White & Blue. I start picking at the
green tablecloth that matches the kitchen curtains. My mother’s favorite color. I grab the salt myself and continue eating the Chorba soup my
mother prepared.
I add, “Kohl’s had a back-to-school sale last weekend, did you
see?” But as always she ignores me. She’s good for that. I am invisible at
the rectangular dinner table. I do not exist. What I have to say and offer
to a conversation, as usual, is not valuable to her. The heroin addiction
I’ve been struggling with for years has numbed her to my presence—to
my voice. I don’t exist.
My brother is grinning and laughing, as I take in the scenery
of my family dinner. Merima is laughing about something I no longer
am listening to. I am detached. I’m no longer there. I’m invisible. What
I have to say is irrelevant. I do not have a voice.
My mother’s soup tastes bitter. I take another spoonful.
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26 Sojourner House - Vlakancic

Angie Vlakancic

Do You Know I’m Only 8?
Why do you leave me home alone
with two babies while you go
get your medicine?
Do you know I’m only eight?
Why am I getting T.J.’s breakfast
and changing diapers
while you sleep?
Do you know I’m only eight?
Why am I missing school a lot
to stay home and help you?
Do you know I’m only eight?
Why am I being taught lies to
cover things up?
Do you know I’m only eight?
I am only eight.
I don’t want to watch babies,
it’s against the rules!
I am only eight.
I will not make T.J.’s breakfast
and change diapers. Normal mommies
don’t sleep all day!
I am only eight.
I don’t want to miss school
to stay home and help you. I love
school and I’m good at it!
I am only eight.
I don’t want to tell your lies.
Normal mommies tell their kids
not to lie!
Can I just be eight?
Can you just be a normal mommy?
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28 Sojourner House - Womack

Sarah Womack

I Come From Alcohol
I come from alcohol. Grandpa sits on the couch. To his left, his scotch
on a coaster.
I come from alcohol. I find Grandma’s scotch on the rocks in the bathroom. I find it in the sewing room. I find it in the laundry room.
I come from alcohol. Dad with glassy eyes dives under the table, believing he’s in Vietnam again.
I come from alcohol. Mom’s words make no sense as police take her to
jail from our Sandbridge summer vacation.
I come from alcohol. Uncle Kenny, glass shaking in his hand—yellow,
gray, bloated.
I come from alcohol. I seize and hallucinate in my hospital bed.
How could this have happened?
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30 Sojourner House - Zierenberg

Christina Zierenberg

The Truth Is

The truth is…I’m very ashamed of my past.
The truth is…I lied, cheated and stole.
The truth is…I put myself ahead of my children.
The truth is…driving drunk and high is putting many others at risk.
The truth is…I’m selfish and self-centered.
The truth is…I have lost relationships with family that seem
unrepairable.
The truth is…I’m unable to work and supported by welfare.
The truth is…I put getting high in front of my education.
The truth is…I spent time in jail.
The truth is…I am now in recovery and I’m trying to rebuild the last
twelve years of my life that I destroyed. It seems as if only two good
things came out if it—my girls.
The truth is…I see that there is a light at the end of the tunnel.
The truth is…it’s not too late to repair these damages.
The truth is…it’s not too late to go back to school.
The truth is…I am a good mother, lover, sister, daughter, granddaughter, and friend.
The truth is…I’m starting to see my self-worth and my positive
qualities.
The truth is…I now can say I’m starting to love myself.
The truth is…I can’t understand the love of the drug.
The truth is…I love getting high.
The truth is…my name is Christina and I am an addict.
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Instructor Bios
Sheryl St. Germain has taught creative writing at The University of
Texas at Dallas, The University of Louisiana at Lafayette, Knox College
and Iowa State University. She currently directs the MFA program in
Creative Writing at Chatham University where she also teaches poetry
and creative nonfiction. Her work has received several awards, including two NEA Fellowships. She is the author of ten books of poetry and
prose, the most recent of which is Navigating Disaster: Sixteen Essays
of Love and a Poem of Despair.
Sarah Shotland earned her MFA in Fiction and Screenwriting at Chatham University, and is the author of the forthcoming novel, Felicity
Street. Her plays have been produced in Chicago, Dallas, New Orleans,
Madrid and Chongqing (People’s Republic of China). As a teaching
artist, she has worked for over 15 years in and outside of academic
classrooms, teaching theater and creative writing in jails, rehabilitation facilities, professional theaters, after-school programs, retirement
communities and in Veteran’s centers. She is currently the Program
Coordinator of Words Without Walls at Chatham University.

All the rage
creative writing

What’s in the mind of an inmate? Rage? Regret? Yes. But
most of all, hope. Chatham graduate students know that
because right now they’re teaching inmates to channel
their rage into creative writing exercises as part of Words
Without Walls, a transformative partnership between
Chatham University’s MFA in Creative Writing program
and Allegheny County Jail.
Challenging and unexpected, emotional and healing,
Words Without Walls pushes graduate students to grow
as writers in the unlikeliest of places. Chatham’s MFA in
Creative Writing is one more example of how big thinking
helps our students see the world in a different way.

chatham.edu/walls

BIG THINKING FOR A BIG WORLD

with work by:
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